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Stakeholderz Token
A world of opportunities.

If you’d like to connect with a powerful ecosystem of active investors, we 

havethe perfect solution. At Stakeholderz, we welcome new investors and 

are proudto support them on their journey, every step of the way. 



The Stella Club
Uniting the world of the private investor.

A platform built to present early stage decentralized investment 

opportunities with a rapidly expanding community of 1,600 Angel Investors 

and our satellite community of 14,000 HNW investors.



Why Buy 
We look for companies raising between £250,000 

and £2,500,000 in the technology industry.

The Stella Club is designed to propel the existing investment platform of Stakeholderz into 

fully decentralized application (Dapp) in the Web 3 and the metaverse environment. Within 

this environment, members of The Stella Club, build a community where members share 

knowledge cross skilling crypto and angel investing. The Stakeholderz existing technology was 

built to present early-stage investment opportunities with a rapidly expanding community of 

1,600 Angel Investors and a satellite community of over 14,000 high net worth investors. The 

objective of The Stella Club is build out the Dapp to unite the world of the private investor.



Tokennomics 
Stakholderz Token

Total Supply:� 100,000,000

Supply Dynamics:� Tokens: $1

Contract Address:� 0x9e1d29277a76F2527C8aE48B99b1b32b020e56C2

Etherscan Link:�  
https://etherscan.io/address/0x9e1d29277a76f2527c8ae48b99b1b32b020e56c2

https://etherscan.io/address/0x9e1d29277a76f2527c8ae48b99b1b32b020e56c2


Smart Money 
What makes us different…

 At Stakeholderz, we believe in the power of Smart Money - investors who back companies financially 

and with experience and expertise. Our network is key. We support you, whether you invest as an 

individual or with the power of our international Syndicate and other angels by your side.



Investors 
The future begins now.

As an investor, you have an appetite for risk, your time is limited, and you want your 

money to have a purpose. Founders internationally are looking to connect with you, the 

investor, in their quest to navigate this exciting world of investing.

We are on track to build one of the most trusted, relevant, and influential angel sources 

of capital in Europe and Internationally. In addition, we are extending our access to 

capital with planned co-investment funds and a secondary offering for investor liquidity.



Our World in Numbers 
Uniting the world of the Private Investor.

Stakeholderz:�
 • Combined Angel Investing Power  £150m

 • Directly Connected Community Growth Numbers: 55% p.a.

 • Average Angel ‘ticket’ Size:  £74k

 • Short-term Anticipate Growth in Community Numbers: 10x plus

 • Total Addressable Investor Market (Local UK / Europe):  16k – 65k

Feedback from our members:�  
 • Members Advocacy Rating:  82%

 • Rated events Good or Excellent: 93%

 • New to investing members: 20% 

Typical Profiles:� 
Self-made, successful professional executives  
and cashed out entrepreneurs. Age range: 20 – 60 plus.

Estimates based on the core community members already registered.

 Global Private Investor Market:�
• Universal Active Angel Investor Market: 350k – 400k. Old World

• Universal Number of Crypto Investors Globally: 52m. New World



Additional 

Information
Stakholderz:�
Stakeholderz is a unique equity funding platform that introduces high 
quality, early stage investment opportunities to Investing Directors and 
further experienced investors and executives. As the Stakeholderz name 
suggests, this programme is about managing a stream of high quality ventures, senior executive talent, an 
investor base and the combination of all three to drive interest in investment opportunities and fundraising.

The Stakeholderz Venture Committee oversees the selection of suitable ventures for the platform, and 
promotes them to Investing Directors. Unlike other platforms, Stakeholderz champions lead Investing 
Directors who are chosen by ventures to take on key executive roles and accelerate fundraising.

Stakeholderz Ltd is an Introducer Appointed representative of Envestors Ltd, which is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) in the UK. Firm Reference Number (FRN) 523592.

STAKEHOLDERZ WEBSITE: https://www.stakeholderz.com

Active World Club:�
AWC was formed to serve as a peer-to-peer platform for the facilitation 
of Defi and NFT projects. The Club is to “invited members only” creating 
exclusivity by design. Within The Club there are opportunities for 
like-minded members to exchange investment thoughts, ideas, and 
strategies. Members are encouraged to share the discovery of rising 
artists, burgeoning inventors, small businesses, turn around financial 
opportunities, relaunches, M&A opportunities and create ways to right 
social or civil injustices, identify and fund worthy causes and all in one place. All this with the goal of 
pursuing the “crypto-lifestyle” of exotic cars, boats, planes, and travel. Our mission is to create a platform to 
decentralize, democratize and demystify finance opportunities through the use of cryptocurrencies.

ACTIVE WORLD CLUB WEBSITE: https://www.activeworldclub.com

https://www.stakeholderz.com/
https://www.activeworldclub.com


Disclaimer:�
Certain statements in this document may constitute “forward-looking statements”. Forward-

looking statements include information concerning future strategic objectives, business 
prospects, anticipated savings, financial results (including expenses, earnings, liquidity, cash 
flow and capital expenditures), industry or market conditions, demand for and pricing of our 
products, acquisitions and divestitures, anticipated results and regulatory developments or 
general economic conditions. In addition, words such as “believes,” “expects,” “anticipates,” 

“intends,” “plans,” “estimates,” “projects,” “forecasts,” and future or conditional verbs such as 
“will,” “may,” “could,” “should,” and “would,” as well as any other statement that necessarily 
depends on future events, are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Forward-

looking statements are not guarantees, and they involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. 
Although such statements are made based on assumptions believed to be reasonable, there 

can be no assurance actual results will not differ materially from those expressed in the 
forward-looking statements. Stakholderz expressly disclaim any obligation to update any 

forward-looking statement in the event it later turns out to be inaccurate, whether as a result 
of new information, future events or otherwise. This document does not constitute nor imply 

a final technical specification of Stakholderz. Information presented on this whitepaper, 
technical or otherwise, is meant to outline the general idea of Stakholderz, its design and its 

use-cases and is subject to change with or without notice.




